X-linkage does not account for the absence of father-son similarity in plasma uric acid concentrations.
Plasma uric acid concentration aggregates in families, and this similarity has been suggested to be due, in part, to multiple shared genes. Men have higher plasma uric acid concentrations than women and are affected with gout nine times more frequently. Rare forms of hyperuricemia and gout are due to mutations of X-linked genes (HPRT1 and PRPS1). Given these observations, we tested the hypothesis that normal variation in plasma uric acid levels would display a pattern of familial similarity consistent with X-linkage in 892 individuals from 196 obese but otherwise healthy families. As predicted by X-linked inheritance, fathers and sons showed no resemblance in plasma uric acid concentration (r = 0.013, NS), while all other pairings showed moderate-to-strong familial resemblance (ranging from 0.167, P < 0.01, parent-offspring to 0.415, sister-sister, P < 0.01). We then tested the hypothesis that loci along the X chromosome would influence plasma uric acid concentration. We conducted both single-point and multipoint linkage analyses using 17 X-linked markers spaced at approximately 9 cm intervals to determine whether allele sharing among sibs was related to sib similarity in plasma uric acid concentrations (n = 1,100 sib pairs). We found no regions of the X chromosome that cosegregated with plasma uric acid concentrations (P > 0.05). We conclude that variation in genes on the X chromosome contribute little to normal variation in plasma uric acid concentrations.